Blended Learning - Cross-Curricular & Interdisciplinary Lesson

Blended Learning - Lesson Introduction (Whole Class)

Station One  Station Two  Station Three  Station Four

Small Group, Teacher-led  Collaborative  Technology  Independent

ELA - Reading (Informational Text, Craft & Structure)

Science - Earth & Space (Constructing Explanations & Designing Solutions)

Math - Mathematical Practices (Reason Abstractly & Quantitatively)

Social Studies - Writing (Integration of Knowledge & Ideas)

Frame learning across disciplines, extend & deepen objectives, communicate outcomes, correlate next steps.

Define tasks, identify issues, delegate roles, mediate perspectives, ideate solutions.

Articulate requisite background knowledge, congregate central ideas, postulate foreseeable outcomes.

Synthesize a position, conceive a strategy, propose recommendations, record a plan to move forward.

Blended Learning - Lesson Summary (Whole Class)
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